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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the Joint Project Governance Model (part of MS Operations
Model). Which of the model levels deal with: Agreement Level
Management including change management Program
Initiation and follow up Steering operational activity
A. Joint Steering Level.
B. Tactical Management Level.
C. Executive Management Level.
D. Joint Operational Level.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A database is on an Amazon RDS MYSQL 5.6 Multi-AZ DB instance
that experience highly dynamic reads.
Application developers notice a significant slowdown when
testing read performance from a secondary AWS Region. The
developers want a solution that provides less than 1 second of
read replication latency.
What should the solutions architect recommend?
A. Implement Amazon ElastiCache to improve database query
performance.
B. Install MySQL on Amazon EC2 in (he secondary Region.
C. Create another RDS for MySQL read replica in the secondary.
D. Migrate the database to Amazon Aurora with cross-Region
replicas.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which security architecture strategy could be applied to secure
an operating system (OS) baseline for deployment within the
corporate enterprise?
A. principle of Fail Secure
B. Principle of Secure Default
C. Principle of Least Privilege
D. Principle of Separation of Duty
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A systems administrator wants to configure Data Mover networks
for performance. Only one network switch is available.
At least three physical ports on the Data Mover can be used for
this solution.
Which VNX networking solution would best meet this requirement?
A. LACP
B. FSN
C. Ethernet channel
D. VLAN
Answer: A
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